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Selected Articles: Fake News? What the Mainstream
Media Is Not Telling You

By Global Research News
Global Research, July 20, 2017

Who are the real sponsors of terrorism in Syria and Iraq and the instigators of regime
change in Venezuela?

What is the real threat posed by the US state aggression against Russia?

And who are backing up Israel in its crimes against Palestine?

If you solely rely on the Western media for enlightenment, your acquired knowledge is plain
ignorance. You will never learn the truth because they simply manipulate the news. Read
our selection of articles below. 

*     *     *

Canada’s Involvement in Supporting Terrorism and Aggressive Warfare

By Mark Taliano, July 19, 2017

Canada presents itself as being progressive, as being a nation that supports human rights
and seeks peace, yet our foreign policy decisions create and perpetuate war, terrorism, and
poverty, on a global scale. Support for the Gulf State monarchies and selling them military
hardware amounts to direct support for terrorism. Canada is guilty.

Time For the “International Left” to Take a Stand on Venezuela

By Gregory Wilpert, July 19, 2017

Unknown to most consumers of the international media would be that opposition protesters
detonated a bomb in the heart of Caracas on July 11, wounding seven National Guard
soldiers, that a building belonging to the Supreme Court was burnt by opposition protesters
on June 12th or that opposition protesters attacked a maternity hospital on May 17.
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CNN: “Russia Is an Adversary, Ukraine Is Not.”

By Gary Leupp, July 19, 2017

Moscow only became, in the minds of some, an adversary when it started to seriously
challenge  Washington’s  unremitting  efforts  to  expand  its  anti-Russian  military  alliance,
NATO.

Emmanuel Macron’s Extraordinary Error in Joining the Israel Lobby

By Anthony Bellchambers, July 19, 2017

Macron was absolutely right to acknowledge the criminal insanity of the wartime Vichy
government that collaborated with the Nazis by voluntarily transporting a quarter of the
Jews of France to death camps in Eastern Europe but he is completely wrong to equate anti-
Zionism with anti-Semitism.

Hidden History: The Secret Origins of the First World War

By Antony C. Black, July 19, 2017

Of the many myths that befog the modern political mind, none is so corrupting of the
understanding or so incongruent with historical fact as the notion that the wealthy and the
powerful do not conspire.

*     *     *

Global Research is a small team that believes in the power of information and analysis to
bring about far-reaching societal change including a world without war.
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